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BACK COVER 
 

This short book is an amazing new study of Shakespeare’s complex inner life, drawing on 

his sonnets, plays and personal history. The book also studies the poetry, prose and sexual 

conquests of the highly educated, multilingual and musical Emilia Bassano-Lanier who was 

mistress of Shakespeare’s patron and Shakespeare’s most probable muse. – Jennifer Mosher 

 

The book, with 52 illustrations, is a ground breaking study which provides the best 

explanation so far for William Shakespeare’s knowledge of Italian and Latin literature, of 

the court, and of his other creative achievements, including insights into romantic love and 

passion. 

Shakespeare drew on the plots of some 37 Italian “novelle” (“little novels”) and Latin plays 

to write his own plays. Many of his best plays used novelle which had never been translated 

into English. Did he teach himself Italian or did someone help him? 

The book also reveals the literary and personal accomplishments of Emilia Bassano-Lanier. 

Fluent in three languages, including Italian, and educated by two countesses, she was the 

former mistress of the Lord Chamberlain, Henry Carey, who was patron of Shakespeare’s 

company of players. She was one the first women to write a book of poetry in English and 

her inspiration and assistance provide a plausible explanation for some of Shakespeare’s 

remarkable accomplishments. 

 

Shakespeare’s 154 sonnets are addressed to a “Fair Youth” (probably the young Earl of 

Southampton, to whom his two long narrative poems are dedicated and who also knew Italian), 

and a musical “Dark Lady”, with dark hair and dun coloured breasts, who is “the fairest and most 

precious jewel”. Shakespeare’s Sonnets 135 and 136 privately expressed his anguish about their 

adultery and her unfaithfulness, making him “frantic mad”. When published in 1609 they provide 

one of the earliest examples in English of “revenge porn” (sexual images of individuals without 

their consent).  

Ten scholars now believe the Dark Lady of the Sonnets was Emilia Bassano-Lanier. Rightly or 

wrongly, many ladies of the court would have formed the same conclusion. By studying Emilia 

Lanier’s book of poetry, together with her 1610 preface, we understand the fury of her language, 

and her determination that men and good Christian women should “speak reverently of our sex.” 

Having garnered patronage from successful women aristocrats, her book offers an 

intellectual construct grander than the “Me Too” movement. She champions Old Testament 

avenging women, praises New Testament saintly women and proclaims to all women “Then 

let us have our liberty again”. Rediscovered in 1974, she became a flag-bearer for feminists.  

Further information www.lifeofshakespeare.com 

http://www.lifeofshakespeare.com/
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Introduction 
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“The Woman behind Shakespeare and Dr Simon Forman, the Creativity of Emilia Bassano-Lanier 

Explained” published in the International Journal of Literary Humanities in 2017 and 2018. 
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http://www.life/
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“A vast ocean of depth and complexity” J M W Turner’s “Clouds and Water” 

 

 

How William Shakespeare and Emilia Bassano-Lanier Invented Romantic Love:  

An Illustrated Introduction 
 

PREFACE 

 
William Shakespeare... has twenty-some plays, 154 sonnets, and a couple of lengthy poems that 

centrally engage the madness and poetry, the hypocrisy and higher reason, of romantic love. 

     - Cristina Nehring. 2004. “Shakespeare in Love, or in Context”. The Atlantic December 2004. 

 

Whether or not they had collaborated or had a consummated sexual relationship, taken together, the 

corpus of William Shakespeare and Emilia Lanier’s work provide a basis for a modern understanding 

of the vast ocean of depth and complexity which we call “romantic love”. 

Many people are moved by William Shakespeare’s plays, poetry and sonnets which consider 

ideas about romantic love. How did he have such insight? Germaine Greer and other scholars 

concluded that Shakespeare probably invented romantic love, in the modern sense of the term. 

Greer and nine other scholars think that Emilia Bassano-Lanier was probably the Dark Lady of 

the sonnets with whom he had an adulterous affair sometime after 1592
i
. Their knowledge and 

https://www.google.com.au/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwjm1NLY7MzZAhURUa0KHY5uDB0QjRx6BAgAEAY&url=https://www.pinterest.com/pin/10625749097063518/&psig=AOvVaw3U6hynivaFrirPhB2ILb-5&ust=1520052931647902
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acquaintanceship with each other is almost certain, because of the small social circles of 1590s 

theatrical and poetic London.  

 

Emilia Bassano, of Italian ancestry, was brought up by the highly educated Susan Bertie, 

Countess of Kent. When aged about 18 she became the mistress of Henry Carey, 1st Baron 

Hunsdon, who was 61, married with 14 surviving children. He was the first cousin of Elizabeth I 

of England and probably her half-brother, as his mother Mary Carey nee Boleyn had sexual 

relations with Henry VIII for some years
ii
. Henry Carey was patron of William Shakespeare’s 

Theatre Company. In 1592 Emilia became pregnant and was married off to her cousin, Alfonse 

Lanier. He “dealt hardly with her, hath spent and consumed her goods”, and she had sexual 

relations with her physician Dr Simon Forman in 1597
iii
. One year after Shakespeare’s book of 

sonnets was published, Emilia registered her own book of poetry, “Salve Deus Rex Judaeorum, 

(Hail God King of the Jews)”.  

 

Shakespeare’s obsessions with sex, sexual jealousy and romantic love, and the poetry of Emilia 

Bassano-Lanier, are explored in this book. In his own day Shakespeare first came to attention when a 

university-educated rival playwright described him as “an upstart crow, beautified with others’ 

feathers” like the crow in the fable by Aesop, who borrowed the feathers of more beautiful birds and 

tied them to his own tail. Shakespeare’s achievements can be partly explained by his frequent use of 

Italian “novelle” (short novels) and Latin histories for the plots of his most enduring plays. He 

expanded upon these stories and created characters of great psychological depth. He displayed genius 

and insight into how men and women spoke and thought, particularly women of the court. Such 

accomplishment is best explained by his falling in love with an articulate courtly woman. 

Shakespeare’s wife and daughters lived in Stratford-upon-Avon and were illiterate. He must have 

known and interacted with a woman or women like Emilia Bassano-Lanier to express his emotional 

angst in his sonnets, and to gain such plausible insights into how women think, act and speak. Emilia 

is the most credible candidate and often cited source for his sexual and romantic infatuation. She 

became a published poet in her own right. I conclude that Emilia Bassano or a woman like her, is 

most likely to have been one of his informants, and his muse.  

 

One has to examine inferences in the sonnets, poetry and plays to assume a more familiar 

relationship. The alleged borrowings, correspondences, specialist knowledge and similarities 

between Lanier’s work and Shakespeare’s were sufficient for the Shakespearean director John 

Hudson to argue that she is the secret author of the entire Shakespeare cannon. His book is 

summarized in the audio “John Hudson's thesis, that Lanier was the author of Shakespeare's 

plays” under the Wikipedia entry for “Emilia Lanier”. A simpler and more likely explanation is 

that they knew of each other’s work and influenced each other’s writing. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Susan_Bertie,_Countess_of_Kent
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Susan_Bertie,_Countess_of_Kent
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henry_Carey,_1st_Baron_Hunsdon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henry_Carey,_1st_Baron_Hunsdon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elizabeth_I_of_England
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elizabeth_I_of_England
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Salve_Deus_Rex_Judaeorum
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tyn-3GNOd7w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tyn-3GNOd7w
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Shakespeare’s sonnets were published in 1609. Some of them would now be considered “revenge 

porn”. The subject matter of those particular sonnets and the timing of their publication, provide an 

explanation for Emilia Lanier’s extraordinary outbursts in the Preface to her book of poetry registered 

in 1610. She railed against “men [who] like vipers deface the wombs”, against “their want of 

discretion…their unjust speeches”. In an intellectual construct grander than “Me Too”, she 

championed Old Testament avenging women, praised New Testament women saints and sought the 

patronage of successful independent women. Rediscovered in 1974, she became a flag-bearer for 

feminists.  

 

Whether or not Emilia Bassano-Lanier was the Dark Lady of the sonnets, it is very likely that courtly 

women would have thought she was that person. My play “Shakespeare and His Mistress: Emilia and 

Wil” speculates how intelligent copying, learning and adapting earlier popular works, and inspiration 

from an educated woman or women, might partly explain Shakespeare’s genius. It is hoped that these 

academic and imaginative works provide additional enjoyment and insight into his sonnets and plays 

and her book of poetry. 

 

Why bother 

Shakespeare’s most popular plays continue to be our greatest source of literature and inspire moving 

films. Up to half of all English people have read Romeo and Juliet (51%), ahead of Macbeth (47%), 

Midsummer Night’s Dream (42%), Hamlet (31%) and The Merchant of Venice (28%)
iv
. Prior to the 

internet the sonnets were the most purchased of all Shakespeare’s publications. A Midsummer Night’s 

Dream is Shakespeare’s most performed play—accounting for 7.1% of all Shakespeare productions, 

ahead of Romeo and Juliet (7%), Twelfth Night, Hamlet (each 5%), and Much Ado About Nothing 

(4.9%). A Midsummer Night’s Dream has a simple structure. The play is funny and relates how four 

lovers go out to the woods and get confused, because falling in love can have a magical element to it. 

It is intriguing to ask why these five or six plays are so successful. They are considered among the 

greatest works of literature, and are also extremely popular. How were they created? How original 

were they? Are they creations of William Shakespeare by himself, was he adapting earlier versions of 

the same stories, and were there essential co-contributors, as co-writers or as muse?
v
  

 

There is a mystery about Shakespeare’s knowledge of Italian and Latin literature upon which he based 

many of his plays. He learnt basic Latin and read poetry by Ovid in Stratford-upon-Avon before 

leaving school at age 13 because of his father’s financial difficulties. It is just possible that he taught 

himself Italian, learnt about relevant Italian “novelle”, and then came to love those stories in order to 

transform them into plays. It is far more likely that he received help, from a bilingual educated poetic 

person such as Emilia Bassano-Lanier. They were both married. Public acknowledgement of a 
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relationship or collaboration would have brought disgrace upon them both, at a time when women 

could only write non-religious poetry if their contribution was “Anonymous”.  

 

 

 
Forbidden but Irresistible Love. Claire Danes, Leonardo DiCaprio in Romeo and Juliet  

 

Shakespeare’s Life 

 

https://www.google.com.au/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwirzf-5uM_ZAhULj5QKHe33BfYQjRx6BAgAEAY&url=https://www.sbs.com.au/movies/article/2016/11/02/romeo-juliet-cheat-sheet&psig=AOvVaw0icycUWj-CjmV5nDwnWRFb&ust=1520142015753594
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Wil Shakespeare’s Chandos portrait c.1610  

 

William Shakespeare (1564-1616) married Anne Hathaway and they had three children within a 21 

month period. Their first child Susanna was born six months after their wedding, when William was 

18. Their twins, Hamnet and Judith, were born in 1585. Before 1589 he left his wife and children in 

Stratford-upon-Avon. In 1589 John Shakespeare and his son William lodged a writ in London against 

John Lambert in a dispute over land. By 1592 Shakespeare had become known as a playwright. His 

rival Robert Greene in that year attacked him as “an upstart crow beautified with others’ feathers”. 

Shakespeare was successful enough to be worth attacking! Shakespeare’s London was an emerging 

world centre of trade. The culture of the aristocracy was influenced by Italian music, literature and art, 

and by the renaissance which emerged along with Italy’s new trading links with the rest of the world. 

Italy had rediscovered classical gods and goddesses since artists such as Sandro Botticelli painted The 

Birth of Venus in 1486.  
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The influence of the Italian Renaissance: Sandro Botticelli, The Birth of Venus 1486  

 

Shakespeare needed a patron. He reproduced in his plays and poems successful and popular classical 

stories. He achieved great success with his narrative poems Venus and Adonis when aged 28 and The 

Rape of Lucrece the following year.  The goddess of love Venus fails to seduce the handsome young 

man Adonis, who would rather go hunting, and is killed b y a wild boar. The virtuous wife Lucrece is 

raped and commits suicide, Tarquin is banished from Rome.  Both stories recount tales told in poems 

by Ovid which had been painted by the Venetian artist Titian some twenty years before. Venice and 

Italy were economically, culturally and musically powerful and excelled in the renaissance of 

classical knowledge and allusion. Both poems were dedicated to the Earl of Southampton, in effusive 

terms. Venus and Adonis was reprinted 15 times, and Lucrece eight times, before 1640. 
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“Venus and Adonis” by Titian 1554, poem by Shakespeare 1592 

 

   
“Tarquin and Lucrece” by Titian 1571 “The Rape of Lucrece” 1594 poem by Shakespeare 

 

About this time he began writing a large collection of sonnets, addressed to “The Fair Youth” and 

“The Dark Lady”. The Fair Youth has been identified with the young Earl. He gave Shakespeare a 

large monetary gift. Shakespeare subsequently performed a great favor for the Earl of Southampton 

and his close friend the Earl of Essex by staging the play Richard II with the deposition scene, 
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showing how a monarch could be deposed.  On 7 February 1601 Shakespeare staged a special public 

performance of the play and Essex and Southampton attempted to seize Queen Elizabeth on 8 

February 1601 in the hope that the city would join them. Their coup failed. Essex was beheaded and 

Southampton was jailed until Queen Elizabeth died.  

 

  
The Earl of Southampton aged 17. He was probably the “Fair Youth” of Shakespeare’s sonnets 

 

 
The Earl of Essex led a rebellion with Southampton in 1601 after Shakespeare staged Richard II 

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/d/d5/Cobbe_Portrait_of_Southampton.jpg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/6a/Robert_Devereux,_2nd_Earl_of_Essex_by_Marcus_Gheeraerts_the_Younger.jpg
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Shakespeare’s Plays 

It is now recognized that many of Shakespeare’s plays were co-authored: 

 

Table 1: Probable co-authored plays of Shakespeare (cf Taylor G & G. Egan 2016) 
 

Name Lifespan Occupation of father Graduate Work 

John Lyly 1553 – 1606 Registrar Yes Euphues, influenced Two Gentlemen of Verona 

George Peele 1556 – 1596 Clerk Yes Titus Andronicus 

Anthony Munday 1556 – 1633 Stationer No Sir Thomas Moore 

Thomas Kyd 1558 – 1594 Scrivener No Hamlet and King Lear 

Various 1596   Edward III (by Thomas Kyd, Shakespeare and others) 

Christopher Marlowe 1564 – 1593 Shoe smith Yes Henry VI Parts 1,2,3 

Thomas Nashe 1567 – 1601 Parson Yes Henry VI Part 1 

John Fletcher 1579 – 1625 Bishop No Henry VIII, The Two Noble Kinsmen, Cardenio (lost) 

George Wilkins 1576 – 1618 Inn-keeper No Pericles, Prince of Tyre 1607 (G.W. wrote Acts 1,2,3) 

Thomas Middleton 1580 – 1627 Bricklayer No Revised Macbeth, Measure for Measure, Timon of 

Athens, All’s Well that Ends Well 1615  

 

 

    
Co-writer Christopher Marlowe 1591   Co-writer Thomas Nashe as jailbird 1597 

 

In 2016 the Oxford editors concluded that Shakespeare collaborated with Christopher Marlowe when 

writing early historical plays before Marlowe was killed in 1593. Shakespeare’s probable early 

collaborator Christopher Marlowe was murdered in May 1593. Marlowe was also possibly the “rival 

poet” referred to in Shakespeare’s sonnets. Shakespeare’s poem Venus and Adonis may have been 

written in competition with Marlowe’s unfinished Hero and Leander
vi
.  

 

In the case of Hamlet there are three different versions, probably each written by Shakespeare, and he 

may have borrowed from an earlier play called Hamlet by Thomas Kyd (1558-1594). Hamlet 

originally drew on a 12
th
 century history of Denmark written in Latin about “Amleth” who feigned 

madness in order to avenge his father who had been killed by his father’s brother. There is also a 

surviving play called King Leir, possibly written by Kyd, who wrote a political satire and died aged 

35 following torture. In turn, Shakespeare may have written a small part of Kyd’s best play The 

http://www.nosweatshakespeare.com/two-noble-kinsmen-play/
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Spanish Tragedy
vii

.  Other Shakespearean rivals included the poet Thomas Watson and the dramatist 

Robert Greene, who both died in 1592, probably of syphilis. The dramatists George Peele died in 

1596 and Thomas Nashe in 1601. Shakespeare had been writing or co-writing popular historical plays 

for some years. Scholars continue to discover additional sources for parts of Shakespeare’s plays, 

such as A Brief History of Rebellion and Rebels by George North
viii

. 

 

Baron Hunsdon Patron of Shakespeare’s Company 

After her mother Anne Boleyn was executed, Elizabeth was brought up by her aunt Mary Carey, and 

grew up with Henry Carey, who was her older male cousin. He was one man she could trust and she 

needed such men if she was to succeed as Queen. One year after she gained power, in 1559, Queen 

Elizabeth granted him the title of Baron Hunsdon. The Theatre had been established at Shoreditch in 

1576 and The Curtain in 1577. Baron Hunsdon supported both theatres from 1584. Appointed Lord 

Chamberlain in 1585 he supported the Bassano court musicians. He also leased buildings in 

Blackfriars which were converted into use as two theatres
ix
. In about 1587 Baron Hunsdon, who was 

then aged 61 and married with 14 children, took Emilia Bassano, aged 18, as his mistress.
x
.  

 

     
Henry Carey 1st Baron Hunsdon died 1596 aged 70         Queen Elizabeth, his cousin 

(Emilia Bassano’s lover and Shakespeare’s patron)      (Queen 1558-1603 died age 70) 

 

In 1589 the composer William Byrd dedicated songs to Henry Carey. As Lord Chamberlain, he was 

responsible for ceremonies and entertainments. In 1594, Henry Carey founded the Lord 

Chamberlain’s Men. Shakespeare with the Earl of Southampton’s gift was able to purchase a share in 

http://www.npg.org.uk/collections/search/portraitLarge/mw02077/Queen-Elizabeth-I
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that Company. Shakespeare’s plays were performed in The Theatre in Shoreditch, on summer tours in 

the country, and sometimes at court.  

 

 
  London. The Curtain and The Theatre top right, the Globe Theatre bottom center 

 

Shoreditch was beyond the northern boundary of the City of London and outside the jurisdiction of 

civil authorities, who were often opposed to the theatre. This area in the “suburbs of sin” was 

notorious for licentious behavior, brothels and gaming houses. Shakespeare in 1594 moved his rental 

lodgings from Shoreditch to the more salubrious Bishopsgate which was a five minute walk away. He 

lived there until 1598
xi
. A Map of the Theatres of London drawn by Joseph Quincy Adams would 

show that by 1600 there were The Curtain and The Theatre to the north of the City, and The Globe, 

The Rose and The Swan, south of the River Thames, and beyond the reach of the puritanical City 

Council. A further seven theatres were constructed during the following few years. Shakespeare and 

others had created a new and popular form of entertainment. 

 

Shakespeare was obsessed with sex, love and sexual jealousy 

You talk about what is important for you. For a man who used more than 61 words for female 

genitalia, 43 for male genitalia, 54 words for lovemaking as a noun, and 82 words for lovemaking as a 

verb, sex was very important. This is a list of 240 such words; there were probably many more. 

Female genitalia: another thing, baldrick, belly, bird’s nest, blackness, box unseen, breach, 

case, charged chambres, chaste treasure, circle, city, clack-dish, cliff, commodity, constable, 

corner, coun, crack, dearest bodily part, den, dial, et cetera, eye, flower, forfended place, gate, 

hole, hook, lap, ling, low countries, mark, medlar, naked seeing self, nest of spicery, 

Netherlands, O, peculiar river, Pillicock-hill, plum, pond, ring, rose, rudder, ruff, salmon’s 

tail, scut, secret parts, secret things, Spain, sty, tail, thing, treasure, Venus’ glove, vice, way, 

what, withered pear and wound. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theatre
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Male genitalia: bauble, bugle, carrot, cock, codpiece, dart of love, distaff, hook, holy thistle, 

horn, instrument, lance, little finger, nose, lag-end, loins, organ, needle, pen, pin, pike, 

pillicock, pipe, pistol, pizzle, pear, pole-axe, potent regiment, potato finger, prick, Roger, 

root, stake, stalk, standard, sword, stump, tail, thing, thorn, three-inch fool, tool, yard and 

weapon! 

 

Lovemaking nouns: act, action, adultery, amorous rite, angling, assault, beast with two 

backs, copulation, custom, conversation, deed, disport, downright way, effect of love, 

emballing, encounter, execution, foining, foot, fornication, game, getting up, groping, 

horsemanship, husbandry, incest, lechery, luxury, making, match, mirth, momentary trick, 

occupation, pricking, relief, rents and revenues, revels, right, service, stairwork, trunkwork, 

taking, thrust, tictack, tillage, tilth, trading, traffic, trick, turn in the bed, union, use, usury and 

work. 

 

Lovemaking verbs: to achieve, bed, blow up, board, break the pale, breach, broach, burden, 

carry, charge, clap, climb, colt, come over, come to it, cope, couch, cover, do, draw, ear, 

encounter, execute, fill a bottle with a tin dish, fit, flesh one’s will, foin, foot, hang one’s 

bugle in an invisible baldric, have, horse, hit, hack, husband, husband her bed, joy, jump, 

know, lay down, leap, lie, make, man, manage, meddle with, mount, occupy, pick the lock, 

please oneself upon, plough, possess, prick out, put down, put to, ram, revel in, ride, scale, 

serve, set up one’s rest, sing, sink in, sluice, soil, stab, strike, stuff, surfeit, take, taste, throw, 

thrust to the wall, thump, tire on, top, tread, trim, tumble, tup, use, vault, wanton and work.  

Source: “Shakespeare and double-meaning” by Rodger Barton, 

Shakespearean actor, Vancouver, Canada. www.shakespeareoutloud.ca. 
 

Punning and double or triple meanings are ancient linguistically and common in Shakespeare. 

“Nothing”, as in the play Much Ado About Nothing means “nothing” “noting or spying”, and 

“vagina”; a hilarious title to anyone in the know. Many of his other plays turn on the theme of sexual 

jealousy, found in all the comedies, and in Twelfth Night, Romeo and Juliet, Midsummer Night’s 

Dream, Hamlet and Othello. It is for romantic love, in such plays and in his sonnets that Shakespeare 

is best remembered. Is it likely that he created such work without an intimate knowledge of women 

and people? For example, on 20 February 1570 Baron Hunsdon, with an army of fifteen hundred men, 

defeated, near Carlisle, Scotland, a rebel army of twice the number of men. “She loved me for the 

dangers I had passed; And I loved her that she did pity them” (Othello 1.3.167). It is quite possible 

that Shakespeare wove aspects of remembered events to portray how an old General could explain to 

a young girl such feats, and she could fall in love with him. A Moorish Ambassador visited London in 

1600. This event also provided a further point of reference for the audience who first heard the play 

Othello. The plot and characters follow an Italian novella by Cinthio, which had not been translated 

into English, but Shakespeare enriches the story by providing insights into the motives of plausible 

eloquent characters. He therefore provided memorable plots, with contemporary references such as a 

Moorish General visiting London as well as incorporating aspects of the lives of Henry Carey and 

Emilia Bassano. 

http://www.shakespeareoutloud.ca/
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The Moorish ambassador to Queen Elizabeth I in 1600, one possible inspiration for Othello 

 

Shakespeare’s Sonnets 

From the age of about 28 onwards Shakespeare wrote some 154 sonnets, many to a Fair Youth, many 

to a Dark Lady, many to both and some written for himself as psychotherapy. Others were addressed 

to the world. Do males still compose and regularly recite exquisitely beautiful songs every day in 

order to gain the favors of a female? Yes. Male Nightingales with rich notes during breeding, and with 

250 different sequences, trills and whistles, sing at dawn and dusk to attract a female. As do canaries, 

robins and magpies. Through their parents’ song baby nightingales, canaries, robins and magpies are 

born.  

      
          Male Nightingale singing 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moors
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elizabeth_I_of_England
http://www.birdsinbackyards.net/sites/www.birdsinbackyards.net/files/styles/extra-large/public/forum/fonexic/images/13.jpg?itok=8JM23kpc
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Shakespeare’s 154 sonnets were written from 1592 and first published in 1609. Two (Sonnets 138 and 

144) were published in 1598 in a pirated edition and revised prior to 1609. The sonnets tell, in 

beautiful poetry, of his love for a Fair Youth, and of his infatuation for a Dark Lady with black wiry 

hair who played music. He loves her voice, the way she walks, how she gently sways, he loves her 

music, he envies the jacks on her musical instrument which kiss the tender inward of her hand (S. 

130, 128). She is the fairest and most precious jewel. He has a thousand groans thinking on her face 

(S.131); her eyes are better than the sun and evening star (S.132); he and everything in him, is hers 

(S.133). She swears that she is made of truth (S.138); if she tells him she loves elsewhere, he would 

be slain (S.139); Be wise as thou art cruel….. I should grow mad (S.140), he is her proud heart’s 

slave (S.141), my reason hath left me he is frantic mad (S.47); she has powerful might (S.150); has 

broken her bed-vow (she is married); he has sworn her fair deep oaths of her love, truth and constancy 

(S.152). Some, such as Sonnet 116 may have been written to the Fair Youth, or to the Dark Lady, or 

to everyone: 

Let me not to the marriage of true minds  

Admit impediments. Love is not love  

Which alters when it alteration finds,  

Or bends with the remover to remove.  

 

Romeo and Juliet and an Italian novella. 

Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet describes a deep idealized love of a 13-year-old girl and her young 

lover. There were English and French versions of the story, but Shakespeare’s play follows the Italian 

novella by Luigi da Porto (1485–1529) called Giulietta e Romeo, except in the novella Guilietta is 16 

years old and takes almost two years of getting to know Romeo before deciding to elope with him. 

Shakespeare’s play probably spoke to many people, e.g. Mary Countess of Southampton, who was the 

mother of Henry Southampton. Mary had entered into an arranged marriage when 13 with another 

young aristocrat. They had one son, but the marriage was an unhappy one, and at the age of 28 she 

and her husband were estranged. Shakespeare’s version of Romeo and Juliet tells of total infatuation 

followed by an illicit love marriage within hours of a first meeting, which ends in tragedy. Juliet is 13, 

half the age of Shakespeare’s wife Anne Hathaway when she married Wil Shakespeare, who was then 

aged 18. They were possibly forced to marry by her parents. They had commenced sexual relations 

before taking their marriage vows. Neither Wil nor Anne ever committed suicide. They remained 

married all their lives, and were linked by subsequent property purchases and a will. Wil visited home 

about once a year, according to the earliest biographers, and was not present for important transfers of 

land, which had to be witnessed by his brother Gilbert. Romeo and Juliet is not Shakespeare’s 

autobiography, but almost the exact opposite of it! Perhaps it provided catharsis and solace to Lady 

Mary Southampton, to Wil Shakespeare and to those who have not yet found perfect romantic love 

but hope to do so. He may have written his play as he might want to have been as a young man 

meeting Emilia Bassano, or an educated woman such as her, when she was a virgin teenager.  
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Shakespeare constantly adapted characters and plots of Italian “novelle” and plays and histories about 

the classical world in order to create his plays, incorporating his psychological insights and his 

sublime language. Some of the Italian sources were only translated into English in the mid 19
th
 

century and are now easily accessible in on-line Italian texts and English translations, allowing 

anyone to assess the extent of Shakespeare’s innovations. The Earl of Southampton, his tutor John 

Florio or Emilia Bassano-Lanier are those most likely to have helped him learn Italian and courtly 

life.  

 
“The Death of Cleopatra” after the play which Shakespeare wrote in about 1606 

 

Macbeth and Anthony and Cleopatra adapted 16
th
 century translations and histories of classical 

works. Shakespeare often chose stories which had already proved popular in Italy. They tell us about 

romantic love, the ridiculous side of falling in love, political ambition, kindness, friendship and how 

to choose a good marriage partner.  

 

About 1592 he probably wrote the first version of Love’s Labour’s Lost, in which an articulate Lord 

Biron falls in love with Rosaline, the Lady who “would do the deed”, Shakespeare’s life and work 

changed significantly at this time. He had sufficient money to purchase a share of the Lord 

Chamberlain’s Company of players, and subsequently to undertake valuable property purchases in 

Stratford-upon-Avon.  
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The Rialto Bridge in Venice, location of two famous plays 1591.  

 

The Genius “script writer” 

 
Laurence Fishburne, the “slapping” Othello with Irène Marie Jacob 1995 in Othello 

 

This lends credence to his earliest biographer’s report that the Earl of Southampton gave him a large 

sum of money, about £1 000
xii

. His plays tell of romantic love, the ridiculous side of falling in love, 

political ambition, kindness, friendship and how to choose a good marriage partner. Othello draws on 

three Italian “novelle”, never translated into English, and introduces compelling psychological 

insights. He created eternally interesting plays because he was a man who loved women and had 

experienced his own hell of sexual jealousy.  

 

Just as the script writers of films such as Titanic and Gone with the Wind, and Andrew Davies, the 

script writer for Pride and Prejudice and 41 other films, are less famous than actors such as Leonardo 

DiCaprio, Colin Firth, Emma Thompson and Helen Fielding, Shakespeare’s work as playwright 
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received no positive recognition until 1598. His funeral in 1616 in Stratford had fewer participants 

than the London funeral of the most famous actor of Shakespeare’s plays, Richard Burbage.  
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